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State of the art

Yeah, but does it matter?

• What happens under the 
skin?

• Isn’t Pascal law going to 
level out everything 
anyway?

• We need class 2!

• What is the right pressure 
anyway? 

• Doesn’t that vary between 
individuals?



Yes, it does matter

• 10:15 – 11:30 WHAT HAPPENS ON THE VEINS 
UNDER COMPRESSION?

• Let’s say we get a goal pressure at a given 
vein. How on earth do we obtain that 
given the almost chaotic situation 
displayed in the Protz studies to evidence 
based personalized precision treatment?



What happens in the leg when a 
compression is applied?

• Does Pascal Law suffices to describe the 
situation?

• No, and that can be shown “in silico” by using 
numerical analysis of a mathematical model

• What is a model?

• and how does it work?

• Given the model, how does that help us 
obtain the target pressure?



The work flow

• A mathematical model 
as a simplified 
description of the 
underlying physics.

• Simplification: view the 
leg as a composition of 
viscoelastic units.

• i.e. neither a fluid, nor a 
solid



No, the leg is not a fluid



Adding deformation



Back to the work flow



Add an interface 25 mmHg pressure:

Stéphane Avril, et al, 
SAINT-ETIENNE 



Higher pressure, shape change as well



Ok, but how do we obtain that 
boundary pressure?

• Either use 
conventional bandage 
systems, measure, 
adjust, and repeat

• Or, the Lundatex
system from PressCise:

• And then pick the right 
bandage until you 
reach your target



But what if we want different internal 
pressures at different target veins?

• Now it’s getting really hard! Impossible even?

• We can tackle that as well (world premiere) at 
least for two veins (so far).









How to change a pressure profile
locally?

• Use a pad!



But we can also model a pad



Conclusion

• It is already today possible to 
give a precise, well defined 
internal compression treatment 
that is patient specific. At least 
in principle.

Thank you – tack så mycket!


